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The philosophy behind humanitarian intervention is simple: it stems from the principle that “intervention for human
protection purposes . . . is supportable when major harm to civilians is occurring or imminently apprehended, and the
state in question is unable or unwilling to end the harm, or is itself the perpetrator.”[1] In other words, humanitarian
intervention is based on the belief that “when a government turns savagely upon its own people . . .” it becomes the
responsibility of “[a]ny state capable of stopping the slaughter . . . to try to do so.”[2]

The question, then, is why has the Obama Administration chosen not to intervene in Syria given the sheer brutality of
the Assad regime. Re-articulated: how does the Obama Administration distinguish between non-intervention in Syria
and intervention in Libya? Why does the extraordinary violation of human rights in the latter justify international
intervention whereas the massacre of innocent civilians in the former does not? With respect to Syria, the Obama
Administration has limited its response largely to rhetoric; Secretary of State Clinton commented:

“Syria’s future is up to the Syrian people,” she said, “but of course the efforts by the opposition to come together to
organize in order to articulate a political agenda is an important part of political reform.”[3]

Libya

Gadhafi’s Libya was no different than Assad’s Syria: both torture, imprison and kill; in both, thousands of citizens flee
their homes recognizing the regime would brook no dissent, give open fire orders resulting in indiscriminate shooting
by armed forces into crowds of individuals. In other words, both regimes were engaged in massacring their citizens.

In Libya, opponents of the regime took to the streets; though uncertainty existed regarding the identity and nature of
their organization, the Obama Administration[4] and NATO[5] decided to intervene militarily on their behalf. Over a
five-month period (April-August, 2011) the U.S. flew 5,316 sorties; that total included 1,210 airstrike missions and
101 Predator drone strike missions.[6] In addition, the U.S. was providing nearly 70% of the intelligence capabilities
and refueling assets[7] and by July 31, 2011, had spent over $896 million once intervention began.[8] The stated
purpose of the military engagement was to force Gadhafi to either step down or leaveLibya; that mission was
accomplished.

However, there is an important dichotomy: an organized rebel group received significant international military
assistance while a largely unorganized opposition barely receives meaningless platitudes that accompany non-
intervention in the face of extraordinary violations of human rights. Declarations that the Syrian regime has lost
legitimacy are true, but they are just that, declarations; devoid of intervention, they are akin to whistling in the wind.
That, however, is the essence of the Obama Administration’s policy with respect to Syria: mere words. Needless to
say, that is a far cry from the aggressive intervention policy with respect toLibya.

Herein lies the rub: a compelling argument can be made that unorganized Syrians are in greater need of international
intervention than were organized Libyan rebels. That is, the U.S.and NATO have deliberately turned their back on the
citizens of one country while readily coming to the assistance of the citizens of another country. 
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Humanitarian Intervention

As Professor Ryan Goodman asked, “Should international law permit states to intervene militarily to stop a genocide
or comparable atrocity without Security Council authorization?”[9] According to Article 39, Chapter VII of the U.N.
Charter:

The Security Council shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of
aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall be taken in accordance with Articles
41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace and security.[10]

Syria

While the U.N. authorized military force against Libya,[11] it has not done so regarding Syria.[12] Does that mean the
U.S. cannot intervene in Syria? As Professor Goodman and others have written,[13] international humanitarian
intervention raises legitimate questions regarding pretext to “wage wars for ulterior motives.”[14] Humanitarian
intervention is an inherently complicated proposition, because it clearly implies both that nation state ‘A’ is engaged
in significant violations of the human rights of its own citizens, requiring nation state ‘B’ and/or the international
community to recognize that intervention is essential.[15] However, analysis of when intervention is deemed essential
and criteria justifying intervention suggest both lack of clarity and lack of objective standards and benchmarks.

The lack of clear criteria as to when intervention is justified, if not required, suggests that the question is one of
interpretation, subject to specific circumstances and particular interests.[16] In that vein, then, the question is: why
does the U.S. not determine that the actions of the Syrian government justify international humanitarian intervention?
As of September 2012, the Syrian death toll was estimated to exceed 20,000 people[17] ; according to reports 5,000
were killed in August 2012.[18][19]In addition to the rising death toll, thousands of protestors have been reported
missing or in Syrian custody since the protests began.[20]

In fact, a high-level U.N. human rights team reported finding systematic human rights violations by the Syrian
government, including summary executions, prisoner torture, and targeting children during the government’s
crackdown on opposition protestors.[21] Based on its findings, the U.N. team recommended that Syria be referred to
the International Criminal Court for prosecution of the alleged atrocities. By comparison, the Libyan death toll was
estimated at over 1,000 on February 23, 2011,[22] only weeks before the U.N. authorized intervention inLibya and
NATO began flying sorties over the country.

Larger Meaning

Precisely because international law does not articulate either normative or architectural standards as to when
international humanitarian intervention is justified, national leaders arguably have a responsibility to act.[23] For a
variety of reasons, the international community has determined—whether actively or passively—that the massacre of
the Syrian population by the Assad government does not justify international humanitarian intervention. While the
human rights violations occurring on a daily basis do not compare to the horrors of Rwanda,[24] Kosovo,[25] or
Sierra Leone[26] they are not less compelling than the events transpiring in Libya.

Unlike Libya whose natural resources are essential to understanding the basis for international intervention, Syria is
devoid of resources. However, unlikeLibyawhose larger (other than resources) geo-political importance is a matter of
debate Syria’s geo-political importance is worthy of consideration. After all, the Assad regime has proven itself to be
a reliable proxy state for the Iranian regime, particularly as a conduit for weapons supplied to Hezbollah in
southernLebanon. The increasing realization by the Obama Administration of Syria’s strategic
importance—–particularly as the Iranian regime moves ever closer to fulfilling its nuclear ambition—-perhaps reflects
a change inUSpolicy.

While some will consider this development suggestive of greater US involvement in Syria, the Obama
Administration’s foreign policy is best described as “policy”. From both a broader geo-political perspective and a
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narrow humanitarian perspective the lack of consistency is troubling. National leaders seeking to discernUSdirection
and goals are hard-pressed to do so; leaders of resistance movements, brutalized by a horrific regime, recognize that
relying on US assistance is a woebegone exercise in futility. The combination of geo-political inconsistency and lack
of clear principles with respect to humanitarian intervention is deeply troubling both practically and philosophically.
Practically because decision makers are hard-pressed to predict US actions; philosophically because US
inconsistency has dramatic implications in a world whose increasingly inherent instability will be further challenged by
the seeming inevitability of a nuclearIran.

While the humanitarian crisis in Syria is, indeed, a human tragedy, the decision whether to intervene in Syria has
implications beyond the horrors afflicted by the Assad regime. The complicated confluence of humanitarian
intervention and geo-political considerations require the Obama Administration to articulate and implement
consistent, well thought through principles and values. This is not the time for mere lip service predicated on mere
platitudes; rather it is the time for leadership, decision-making and articulation of a consistent foreign policy.

—

Amos Guiora is a Professor of Law at S.J. Quinney College of Law; His forthcoming book, Geo-Politics and
International Security (Taylor and Francis) is released in 2013.
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